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Preface

Explanation of the Tower of Babel.

According to the Bible chapter, the Tower of Babel was a tower that mankind 

united to build in hopes of reaching heaven; in order to stop mankind's plan, 

God made mankind speak different languages so that mankind could not 

communicate with each other, thus the plan failed and mankind has been 

scattered apart ever since. This event provides the explanation for the emer-

gence of different languages in the world.

Come, let us build ourselves a 

city, with a tower that reaches 

to the heavens, so that we may 

make a name for ourselves; oth-

erwise we will be scattered over 

the face of the whole earth.
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”—— Bible - Old Testament - Genesis 11
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The Tower of Babel, a symbol of the apex of human civilization in ancient times. In the Bible, the 

descendants of Cain became the origin of civilization, and there was an incipient flourishing of 

human architecture, production, music, and art. But then God sent a great flood to exterminate the 

so-called "sinners". In fact, these so-called sinners were just seeking freedom and knowledge. This is 

a kind of intellectual enlightenment that is well understood by the physicality of postmodern theory. 

After the Flood, God caused the towers to collapse, for fear of human unity, made all people speak 

different languages and divide them into different cultural backgrounds and ethnic forces. God loves 

people? This proposition seems absurd today.

The reason for this is that religious texts are, after all, at the service of religious activities. In the 

context of the Feudal system, the religious churches acquired a large number of believers, as well as 

power and great wealth. The so-called classics, no matter how they were interpreted, were not only 

a kind of allegory, but also a kind of spiritual shackle that limited the imagination of human beings. 

Human society has developed to today, with towering solid buildings, colorful music and art, the 

development of natural science, the application of computers, blockchain technology and the 

construction of the metaverse to a certain extent, which is God-slaying context. But people have 

never stopped creating gods, giant trust groups have created business elites, Internet media agen-

cies have replaced news media and made countless leaders of opinion popular, more and more 

centralized power systems have given birth to more militant political fanatics, and the world is 

shaking in the turmoil of fragmentation and isolation.

At this point, We came up with the idea of building a new Tower of Babel for humanity and named it 

Project Babel, which is intended to pass on the fire of Prometheus and reconstruct the spiritual home 

of humanity in Web3 by way of metaverse. Through scanning and uploading, intelligent retrieval, AI 

generation, Q&A community, etc. as a wormhole linking reality and virtual, through NFT, artificial 

intelligence, Cloud computing and other latest technologies as a logical substrate, and through 

blockchain as a financial substrate, it completely fulfills the unification of human's knowledge system 

and definition system in Web3 with multi-lingual and multi-cultural backgrounds, allowing people to 

travel freely and without barriers in the metaverse, completing The great goal of borderless, censor-

less, decentralized, exchanging and acquiring knowledge, and reshaping the spiritual home of 

human beings.

The Project Babel will issue the governance Token PBT and issue PortalNFT as a gateway to link the 

real world with the virtual world. So that everyone can become the creator of the metaverse!

God is dead - Friedrich Nietzsche
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Project Marketing Background
1
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1.1  Analysis of the advantages of X to Earn in Web3 evolution

Web3 takes blockchain and other underlying technologies as its core. In recent years, 

with the continuous development of crypto industry, many once conceptual directions 

have been gradually landed to form sufficient commercial scale. The concept of Web3 

has been developing rapidly in the field of virtual economy such as decentralized 

finance (DeFi), games and social applications of cryptocurrency, and metaverse.

1.1.1  Types of X to Earn

Among all Web3 applications, the most eye-catching is the various models of X to Earn, 

aside from the immature models and products of X to Learn, the relatively mature Play 

to Earn, Move to Earn, Learn to Earn and other X to Earn The project to Earn, its basic 

model is roughly the same.

By establishing a token economy, the player's behavior is economically linked to the 

project's product, which enables the product to work. Players make actual contributions 

to the product through the actual actions that occur such as Play, Move, and Learn, while 

earning the expected revenue designed by the product model.

All forms of X to Earn are, in essence, processes in which players generate value to the 

product through various actions while earning revenue. Only the behaviors generated 

by the players differ. So the X to Earn variable is X, which is a different behavior, while 

essentially the same, the purpose is to Earn, generating revenue through various behav-

iors.

Tokens are an important part of the token economy and are the currency that players directly gain 

from, which they can exchange for USDT within the app or in DEX. X to Earn projects use either a single 

token model or a dual token model, and in the dual token model, there are generally project tokens 

and governance tokens within the product scenario.
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product through various actions while earning revenue. Only the behaviors generated 

by the players differ. So the X to Earn variable is X, which is a different behavior, while 

essentially the same, the purpose is to Earn, generating revenue through various behav-

iors.

1.1.2  The essence of X to Earn

The essence of X to Earn is to return the contributions of the participants, and the background is that 

in many scenarios today, the participants who are the biggest contributors do not get their corre-

sponding earnings, which are taken by the project developers, or by the centralized companies or 

organizations. Therefore, the essence of X to Earn is a revolution in benefits, returning to participants 

the rights and interests that originally belonged to them.

User Participant

Product Network

Product-
Market-Fit

Participant-
Cost-
Reward-Fit

Tokens are an important part of the token economy and are the currency that players directly gain 

from, which they can exchange for USDT within the app or in DEX. X to Earn projects use either a single 

token model or a dual token model, and in the dual token model, there are generally project tokens 

and governance tokens within the product scenario.
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1.1.3  The X to Earn model

Successful X to Earn is characterized by a cold start with tokens, using rapid expansion of market capitaliza-

tion to attract participants (into labor or capital) until scale emerges and profits are made through gamifi-

cation, fee-based services, or externality economic activity.

For the participants, X2earn creates a new factor market where their capital and labor can discover more 

efficient and fair ways to liquidate, get a reasonable economic benefit in return, and create social value. For 

crypto investors, their capital is always exposed to high volatility risk. Assets with physical backing provide 

crypto investors with a more diversified asset allocation on the chain, and crypto investors can make a 

more diversified portfolio at different time points and according to their investment preferences and trend 

decisions.
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1.1.4  Participant's input-reward triangle

Frequency: How often participants complete tasks and receive rewards. Example: The frequency of partici-

pation in a bitcoin miner is approximately every 9 minutes, and the frequency of a run is the interval 

between each run, which may be several hours.

Capital: The financial cost of a participant's purchase investment. Examples: a miner, the principal of a 

liquidity provider, some kind of access to NFT, or some kind of hardware device are all considered capital.

Work: The amount of sweat equity a participant has to put in, in addition to the capital. Examples: the value 

of work that It needs to be clear that high-frequency labor tends to be standardized, low threshold or can be 

mechanized; low-frequency labor tends to be individualized and requires specialized knowledge skills.
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Frequency

WorkCapital

We firmly believe that X2earn 2.0 (value network), should be designed around labor for the 
following reasons.

The network needs to be more durable. Human nature is relatively easy to cut losses on 
money and hard to cut "wasted effort".

The network needs to be more valuable. Numerous laborers can create goods and services.

Networks can create positive externalities. It is easy to create a richer upstream and down-
stream industrial chains.

Therefore, to fulfill the ambitious vision of Project Babel, a Web3-based version of X2Earn 2.0 will 
be designed to engage everyone in building a post-human spiritual home through a scientific 
incentive program we call Scan to Earn, which will be explained in detail in subsequent chapters.
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1.2  The organic combination of Wikipedia and Quora - Eden System

There are two products that provided the most inspiration to the Project Babel in terms of early product form. We 

will salute them.

One is wikipedia and the other is Quora.

Wikipedia was probably the first DAO, as the only application site with an org suffix on the world's top 7 traffic 

sites, Wikipedia was the first Internet organization that did not aim to make money for itself, but at the same time, 

they had 300,000 "Wikipedians" volunteering to help fix, add, fill in, and correct errors in 272 languages. This 

turned them into the world's largest Internet company in terms of the number of employees, and even the largest 

Dao organization on the planet 21 years ago. Wikipedia's made the Internet ecology more complete, allowing 

humans around the globe to have a flat world and break free from the shackles of language communication. If 

Google is the entrance to web1, then Wikipedia is the portal of knowledge on the Internet.

After entering web2, users' needs changed from acquiring information and knowledge to the core of knowledge, 

increasing the demand for social interaction, or the demand for customized text. some professional fields of expe-

rience were not subsumed into the encyclopedia system, thus giving birth to SNS Q&A sites like Quora. the 

improvement of Quora is very obvious, with his highly mobile terminal attributes, KOL-driven, high freedom 

Quora's high mobile terminal attributes, KOL-driven, high freedom, high interactivity, and high social attributes 

provide the underlying logic to support its explosive expansion.

Project Babel believes that in the Web3 field and the future Metaverse, the process of creating the world must 

have stages, just like the development of painting, from documentary to impression to abstraction, the develop-

ment of the Metaverse must be to first define the real world, map the real world, create the virtual world, and 

transform the virtual world. So, this series of work will be done by the founding team of Metaverse through the 

combination of Wikipedia and quora, and all users will upload all real-life objects, organic and inorganic, animate 

and inanimate, through Opration "The Creator" . The uploaded objects will be 3Dized in the future by AI technolo-

gy and can be cast into NFT, while users will be able to give early definitions to all objects and interact with other 

users and unify the definitions to complete the early mapping of the Metaverse.

Opration: The Creator will combine Scan to Earn, Question to Earn and other incentive systems to greatly stimu-

late the migration of new immigrants to web3, while allowing knowledge as an underlying asset to be owned and 

shared by all the general population, and to be paid accordingly. Let every item in the metaverse have its real 

meaning and lay the foundation for creating and transforming virtual worlds in the future. Each item that is given 

attributes and definitions is essentially knowledge, a solid brick in the foundation of the web3 Tower of Babel 

project.

This part of the construction will replace the original Community model, which we will call the Eden. Ironically, Eve 

was relegated to the mortal world because of the serpent's temptation to eat the fruit of wisdom, and we believe 

that humans should not only take back the possession of knowledge and wisdom at the same time, but also to 

take back our own Eden.

Eden under construction, at the same time, can provide indexing service interface of knowledge and data for all 

projects in the web3 world, so that knowledge comes from all people and serves all people. On the one hand, 

knowledge and data are more fully exchanged and used, on the other hand, external systems in turn stimulate the 

reverse capture and outreach of Eden's information volume.
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1.3  Project Babel

Project Babel is a decentralized, non-profit, autonomous organization powered by blockchain as the 

underlying technology that will scan, map, define, interact, and transform a series of real-world virtual 

NFTs issued by Project Babel and capture the real value from the act of knowledge migration, shaping, and 

access reading.

1.3.1  Scan2Earn

The complete scanning of real-world items is carried out through the scan function of smart devices, and 

then the portal NFT is issued so that real objects and properties and definitions can be completely record-

ed by the blockchain. The scanning behavior will be rewarded with the project Token PBT, and users need 

to hold the basic Portal NFT to perform the basic action of scanning behavior and be recorded on the 

chain.

The portal will be damaged after multiple scans and the user needs to repair it by consuming the PBT.

1.3.2  PortalNFT

PortalNFT is the key to enter the Project Babel metaverse and participate in various core functions.

There will be multiple levels of NFT, corresponding to different levels of return benefits and the number of 

items uploaded.

The levels of the portal will be divided by material and color.

NFTs will have fragmented, standardized, and composable properties.

1.3.3  DAO and governance throughs PBT

The DAO will serve as an effective connector for the flow of knowledge from the real world to the decen-

tralized virtual world, where values are presented and defined uniformly.

The Governance token PBT is the holding credential of Project Babel.

The DAO will substantially manage the intellectual property in Project Babel and capture the actual value 

from the act of knowledge migration, shaping, and reading use.
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1.3.4  Eden System

Eden is the system for knowledge retrieval, exchange, and interaction. The release of daily tasks will also be 

presented in the Eden system. It will be a combination of Wikipedia and Quora, and will also have a large 

discussion forum for people to make friends and speak freely.

The Eden system will eventually be combined with the meta-universe of the Tower of Heaven, allowing 

people to truly interact with each other through VR technology.

In the early days, it will consist of three parts: metaverse search, pay to ask and answer, and the Tower 

community.

Other Web3 projects using PortalNFT and PBT will also be able to access the Eden system via the devel-

oped interface for a price.

1.3.5  Project Barbel Committee

The Committee was created to efficiently implement the operations of Project Barbel. It is the function of 

the committee to efficiently increase the scale of knowledge and expertise and to complete the executive 

management of day-to-day operations while maintaining DAO's control over intellectual property. The 

committee is composed of experts in various fields and is the executive level for the selection and proof-

reading of Project Barbel in the early stages, its construction in the middle stages, and its transformation in 

the later stages. The committee is divided into three functional areas: Acquisition, Calibration and Product. 

The committee behavior executes the DAO's decisions and is monitored by the DAO organization.

1.3.6  Metaverse Expansion

The Tower of Babel will build virtual physical objects in the metaverse, allowing tall towers not built by 

humans to grow and build infinitely in the virtual world.

The tower in the Metaverse is a database of human civilization, which will store all real-world objects for 

the metaverse to define, read, recall and transform. It is the museum, which can be visited and studied after 

classification. It is also the database, which serves as the building block of the metaverse for all builders to 

build their own metaverse. It is also the retrieval system that provides data support for the definition and 

unification of the metaverse.
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2.1  Device Entrance

Project Babel uses scan as a mobile device entrance for capturing knowledge migra-

tion, shaping and reading. Any digital device containing a smart camera can be used 

as an entrance to Project Babel.

Three core issues in scan recognition technology.

Speed issues.

Detection of unbalanced labeling categories.

Large differences in object scale variations.

The above three problems are combined and we choose retinanet as the detector of 

Project Babel. retinanet is a one-stage detector, which returns directly to the position 

and category of the object from the original image and is therefore fast, followed by 

retinanet's pyramidal architecture, which is effectively adapted to multi-scale object 

detection. retinanet also proposes focal loss which can effectively adapt to the 

category imbalance problem and the sample difficulty problem. In the future, Project 

Babel will adopt the anchor-free strategy to further optimize the head part of retina-

net to further accelerate the detection speed of the model.
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2.2.2  Detection database construction

2.2.2.1 DAO label detection

The Project Babel committee will encourage the initial DAO members to make the initial DAO members 

radiate more DAO members to manually label the initial detection database labels with category labels, 

considering that the time and money costs of manual labeling are very huge, we only use this strategy to 

label a small number of samples, and use more subsequent algorithms for automatic detection frame 

labeling.

Start Scaling Grayscale Generate
hash

End

Point-by-point 
comparison with 
the pixel value to 
the right, greater 
than or equal to 1, 
less than or 0
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2.2  Classification (Image Recognition)

Project Babel's classification data construction is divided into two parts, one is the construction of detec-

tion model training data, and the other is the construction of a retrieval cache retrieval database based on 

decentralized cloud storage and centralized server storage that supports arbitrary user retrieval requests.

The detection model training database mainly supports model training, such as object detection model, 

class prediction model and same type knowledge retrieval model needed in the same type retrieval, text 

classification model, named entity recognition model, etc. The cached retrieval database is a behavioral 

library that caches the proofread knowledge to the middleware server. The cached retrieval database can 

greatly improve the user retrieval speed and reclassification clustering speed.

2.2.1  Category de-duplication

The retrieval cache database needs to be cleaned of duplicate categories to reduce the pressure on subse-

quent cloud storage and to reduce the pressure on model training.

Project Babel uses Image Difference Hash, the full name is Difference Hash (dHash), based on a pixel-level 

hash mapping approach. The image difference hash is obtained by comparing pixel-by-pixel the differ-

ence between the pixel values of neighboring pixels, i.e., pixel-by-pixel the difference between the current 

pixel and the right neighboring pixel, to obtain an image difference matrix from which the hash is mapped. 

The pixel-by-pixel obtained image difference matrix has one less column than the original pixel matrix, i.e., 

the width is 1 less than the original pixel matrix, and the height is unchanged.
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2.2.2.2  Semi-supervised detection

Based on a small number of DAO label detection detection + detection of open source database to initial-

ize the detection model, use the model to automatically label the rest of the category database, and use 

the increased labeling to re-update the detection model, followed by iterative model updates and 

automatic labeling. In order to control the continuous positive excitation of the above link, Project Babel is 

performing DAO label correction for the annotated samples with low confidence.

2.2.3  Retrieval cache database construction

Before training the retrieval model, we need to complete two links of same-model denoising and 

same-model merging, and we propose a same-model denoising algorithm based on automatic clustering 

and a same-model merging algorithm based on confusion classification matrix, as follows.

Project Babel The foundation of the Web3 human spiritual home
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2.2.3.1  Same Category Denoising

Project Babel uses a clustering algorithm to automatically remove the noisy images present in each 

category. We studied the clustering algorithm commonly used by Scikit-learn as follows.

MiniBatch
KMeans

Affinity
Propagation MeanShift Spectral

Clustering Ward Agg
Clustering DBSCAN OPTICS Birch Gaussian

Mixture
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Each clustering algorithm has two variants: a class, which implements the fit method to learn clusters on 

the training data, and a function, which, given the training data, returns an array of integer labels corre-

sponding to the different clusters.

The DBSCAN hierarchical method is divided into two main parts, which are step1. finding the largest class 

cluster with the tightest distance, and step2. revisiting noisy samples to retrieve difficult samples of the 

same class to increase diversity. These two steps are briefly described below.

Clustering Algorithm

MiniBatch KMeans

Affinity Propagation

MeanShift

Spectral Clustering

Ward

Agg Clustering

DBSCAN

OPTICS

Birch

Gaussian Mixture

Scalability

high

low

low

Average

high

high

high

high

High

low

Anti-noise

low

low

low

low

low

low

High

high

low

low

Complexity

Low

High

High

High

High

High

low

High

Low

Low
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Hierarchical DBSCAN Step 1

The purpose of this step is to select the most closely spaced maximal class cluster in the retrieval cache 

database, because the same-class samples in a category are more regularly distributed and generally more 

numerous than the noisy samples. The schematic diagram of the algorithm is shown below, the minimum 

number of samples in the neighborhood is set to 2. After linking all the core points, assuming that there are 

multiple class clusters, the class cluster with the largest number is selected as the selected label display, and 

the remaining samples are used as noise samples.

Hierarchical method DBSCAN Step 2

In order to fish back the difficult positive samples from the noisy samples and enhance the richness of the 

training samples, we need to revisit the noisy samples, calculate the distance between the noisy samples 

and the largest class clusters, and reassign the close noisy samples that satisfy the threshold condition to 

the largest class clusters, as follows.

2.2.3.2  Same Category Merging

The purpose of same-category merging is to merge labels from different categories but of the same type to 

obtain the actual valid labels. project Babel uses a classification confusion matrix for complete automatic 

same-category merging. Based on the pre-merge data an initial classification model can be trained and the 

confusion probability between any two categories can be calculated. The confusion probability is defined 

as p_ij=c_ij/n_i, where p_ij is the confusion probability that category i is predicted to be category j, c_ij is 

the number of samples for which the model predicts category i to be category j, and n_i is the actual 

number of samples in category i. By setting the threshold value for merging the scores of the same catego-

ry, the same category labels can be merged.
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2.3  Preprocessing

The data for training the detector is limited, and the images uploaded by users may be bizarre. Subclasses 

that do not appear in the training library can easily cause the detector to misclassify, and secondly, 

inter-class confusability can also bring about classification errors. In order to determine the labels of the 

detected objects and thus facilitate subsequent feature extraction and same-class indexing with model 

labels of the specified classes, Project Babel sets up pre-processing sessions and normalization to improve 

the model. 

Project Babel uses the retrieval database to improve the accuracy of label prediction. That is, we perform a 

search of the user query in the retrieval database, query the top-20 nearest neighboring categories, 

combine them with the predicted categories of the detector, and re-weight the votes to get the final 

category of the object. Finally, the accuracy of label prediction is greatly improved by detection + retrieval.

The normalization improvement model consists of two types, normalizing the classification weight W in 

the figure below, and normalizing the feature x. The longer the modal length of W corresponding to the 

classes with more samples in the training database, the more the characterization model emphasizes the 

correctness of the classification of that class and ignores other classes with a small number of samples, as 

shown in the figure, both MNIST and WebFace databases verify the above mapping relationship. And 

actually each class should be valued equally, and each class in the feature space can divide the whole 

space in a balanced way, thus we need to normalize W so that the weights of all classes are the same, i.e:
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Decision bounds for softmax classification.

The operation of feature normalization is similar, viz.

Normalizing both W and x so that the decision boundary depends only on the angle forces the feature 

distribution to be more fan-shaped after the model training convergence, which facilitates cosine 

retrieval. Referring to the softmax characteristics in the figure, since the weights and features are 

normalized, the classification logical value is 1 at maximum and -1 at minimum, and the softmax proba-

bility corresponding to the gt category in the same three-class classification learning is only 0.78 at 

maximum, which is much less than 1, resulting in a large loss of the model and poor convergence. 

Project Babel improves this by multiplying the logistic value by the scale value s to expand the differen-

tiation, which is beneficial to the model convergence.
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In the output, σ is the density of the corresponding 3D location (or voxel), while c = (r, g, b) is the perspec-

tive-dependent color of that 3D point. In the specific implementation, x is first input to the MLP network 

and outputs σ and intermediate features, and the intermediate features and d are then input to an 

additional fully connected layer and predict the color. Thus, the voxel density is only related to the spatial 

location, while the color is related to both the spatial location and the viewpoint of observation. The color 

prediction based on view dependent is able to obtain different illumination effects for different viewing 

angles. 

The NeRF function obtains the color and density information of 3D spatial points, but when a terminal is 

used to image the scene, a pixel on the resulting 2D image actually corresponds to all consecutive spatial 

points on a ray from the terminal. We need to get the final rendered color of this ray from all points on this 

ray by the rendering algorithm. Also, to ensure that the network can be trained, a microscopic rendering 

method is used in NeRF.
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2.4  NeRF

Project Babel's final scene labeling presentation will use the NeRF technique, which uses MLP neural 

networks to implicitly learn static 3D scenes. In order to train the network for static scenes, a large number 

of images known from the retrieval cache database need to be provided. Based on these images the 

trained neural network, i.e., the scene results can be rendered from any angle.

2.4.1 How to represent scene labels with NeRF?

The NeRF function is a representation of a continuous scene as a function with an input of a 5D vector, 

including a 3D coordinate position x=(x,y,z) of a spatial point, and a viewpoint direction d=(θ, Φ), the 

neural network can be written as:
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2.4.2  Training process of NeRF

2.4.2.1  Important Tips for Training High-Quality NeRF - Position Encoding

The input to the NeRF function is position and angle information, and positon encoding is used to map the 

position information to high frequencies to effectively improve the clarity. The use of position encoding 

makes it easier for the network to understand and model the position information.

2.4.2.2  Important Tips for Training High-Quality NeRF - Multi-Level Voxel Sampling

The NeRF rendering process is computationally intensive, with many points sampled for each ray. Most of the 

areas on a ray are empty areas, or areas that are occluded and do not contribute to the final color. Therefore, 

NeRF uses a "coarse to fine" format, optimizing both the coarse network and the fine network.
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3.1  Eco-Logic

In Project Babel Wallet, users can earn PBT by synthesizing SpaceChip gener-

ated by BabelSpaceNFT or by extracting PortalNFT generated by LootBox. 

Earning PBTs requires regular maintenance of the Portal, and all PortalNFTs in 

Project Babel Wallet can produce PBTs.

Portal uses the scan function of mobile devices to scan items in the physical 

world when it is in the real life, and then it is fully recorded by the blockchain 

through PortalNFT's uploading, and the scanning behavior is rewarded with 

the project token PBT.

Portal

Restoration Tools

BabelSpace

LootBox PBT CEXSpaceChip

Trading

Outputs

Restoration

Synthesis

Outputs

National Treasury

Extraction

Transaction fees

Outputs

Restoration

Transaction
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3.2  Project Token

Token: 

PBT

Total volume: 

1,000,000,000

Eco production: 

100,000/day

Reduction cycle:

10% reduction in production every 30 days

85% Project Eco 

5% Airdrop

1% Global user bonus 

2% Technical team 

5% Private Placement 

2% Investment institutions

Tokenomics

Project Babel The foundation of the Web3 human spiritual home
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3.3  BabelSpaceNFT

There are 5 types of BabelSpaceNFT, and each type of BabelSpaceNFT corresponds to a different amount 

of SpaceChip output and number of PBT airdrops.

The first issue of BabelSpace NFT is 3350 units, the size of the space cannot be changed after purchase and 

exists permanently on the chain, SpaceChip is produced with the BabelSpaceNFT type, PBT is linearly 

airdropped day by day, the energy of BabelSpace will be gradually exhausted, it needs to be activated 

again by filling PBT equal to the price of the space (the price at that time) Run again to generate chips.

Addresses with BabelSpace NFT will receive additional benefits.

3% commission share of all SpaceChip \ LootBox \ Portal NFT transactions generated within their own 

BabelSpace.

3% commission bonus on all SpaceChip \ LootBox \ Portal NFT transactions generated within the entire 

BabelSpace.

Occasional Lucky LootBox airdrops based on the percentage of player activity in BabelSpace and the 

construction contribution value of the Tower of Heaven.

Enjoy the BabelSpace NFT value-added bonus, which can be sold at any time on the Project Babel Wallet 

trading floor.

BabelSpace space owners directly invite users to buy space to enjoy the transaction fee Treasury equal 

to 0.5% of the quota returned to the direct promoter.

50m2 space

100m2 space

500m2 space

1000m2 space

5000m2 space

2000

1000

200

100

50

3~5

5~10

25~50

50~100

250~500

333

800

5000

20000

200000

Number of first phase
(seat)Type Space debris output

(pieces/day)
Number of PBT airdrops
(pieces/seat)

2%

1%

0.6%

0.4%

0.2%

Airdrop rules
(%/day)

Project Babel The foundation of the Web3 human spiritual home
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3.4  PortalNFT

3.4.1  PortalNFT Levels

Portal NFT has several different levels, different levels of Portal NFT corresponds to the daily energy entro-

py, productivity and bonus gain of the items that can be scanned and uploaded.

3.4.2 Production Rules

Portal can be obtained by purchasing SpaceChip minting LootBox extracted from the secondary 

market, purchasing LootBox to open it, and by directly purchasing Portal through Project Babel Wallet 

AH（Auction House）, gifted by friends, completing specific tasks to obtain airdrops, etc.. 

The energy efficiency coefficient of used Portal will decrease, and when the energy efficiency coefficient 

falls below 60%, the energy reward value will drop, and the repair must be completed by consuming 

repair tools or a number of PBT every day. 

Portal can upgrade the efficiency factor of Portal NFT by consuming a certain amount of PBT to increase 

the total amount of rewards obtained. 

Portal can be upgraded by using items to increase the level of Portal obtained when opening the 

LootBox.

No NFT players can sign in for free that 100 SpaceChip, unlock 1% SpaceChip daily . After this part of 

SpaceChip is unlocked, it can only be used to synthesize LootBox.

Venus Energy Gate

Jupiter Energy Gate

Mercury Energy Gate

Mars Energy Gate

Saturn Energy Gate

50%

5%

1%

0.5%

0.01%

5T

25T

50T

250T

500T

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

LootBox output
probability

Rated energy
entropy

Co-efficient of
entropy

50T (10x)

375T (15x)

1000T (20x)

6250T (25x)

12500T (25x)

Entropy peakType

Project Babel The foundation of the Web3 human spiritual home
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3.4.4  Commissions

All transaction fees are settled using PBT.

Chips, LootBox, Portal NFT for intra-BabelSpace transactions (transfers) will burn the equivalent of 6% of 

the seller's Gas fee in PBT, of which 1% is distributed to the buyer's invitee, 3% to the network-wide 

BabelSpace holder and 2% to the Treasury.

Chips, LootBox, Portal NFT that are not transactions (transfers) within a separate BabelSpace burn off 

10% of the seller's Gas fee equivalent in PBT, of which 1% is distributed to the buyer's invitee, 3% to the 

network-wide BabelSpace holder, 2% to the Treasury, and 4% is destroyed.

3.4.3  Portal entropy, entropy coefficient and revenue calculation

Time to hold Portal: The longer the Portal is held, the higher the entropy coefficient is, and if there is no 

selling action for 10 days in a row, the entropy coefficient will be increased by 10% and so on, up to 30%. 

Co-build entropy: Each BabelSpaceNFT and PortalNFT will generate independent left  and right entro-

py pool invitation code, users can use the code to invite other players to enter Project Babel, the system 

will select minimum independent NFT entropy pool , as Co-build entropy decision value, co-build entro-

py = minimum entropy value of the left and right pools of the invited person's entropy pool * own Portal 

co-build entropy factor.

Personal entropy value: (rated energy entropy + co-build entropy + co-build entropy bonus + holding 

Portal hours entropy bonus) / total entropy of the whole network.

Example of gain calculation process.

Players using the Portal of the Satum NFT, its name co-build entropy is 1000T, then the calculation is as follows 

【500T (Satum rated energy entropy) + 500T * 30% (hold the door length entropy coefficient bonus: 30 consecutive 

days without selling) + 1000T (co-built entropy) * 16% (co-built entropy coefficient)] / 100000T (total entropy of the 

whole network) * 100000 = 810 PBT/day

Project Babel The foundation of the Web3 human spiritual home
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Nicholas Morrison received his Bachelor degree from Sydney Law School, where he 

earned a dual Bachelor of Arts in French and Philosophy. He later received a Master's 

degree in Education from the University of New England. While working in teaching in 

colleges and universities in 2017, he was introduced to Cryptocurrency and was so 

influenced by it that he became an investor active in the field. As a former education 

specialist, Nicholas Morrison has always been interested in the influence of blockchain 

technology, web3, and NFT on the way education is taught and the way knowledge is 

delivered. After meeting Kaiser Yang at the Crypto Valley Blockchain Forum in Switzer-

land in the fall of 2021, they created Project Babel together.
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Kaiser Yang graduated from Nanjing University with a master's degree and was a visiting 

scholar at Missouri University.Ten years of investment experience in traditional technology 
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Aaron Reed is an extremely self-motivated British software engineer with 15 

years of experience in computer science and finance related work. He also has 

3 years of experience developing enterprise software. He has worked at 

Google and Apple London, and graduated from one of the best technical 

colleges in the world, Einstein's institution, ETH Zurich. Proficient in C++, 

Python, INetCore, JavaScript, React.js, Node.js, able to work independently as 

a full-stack engineer on Constrained Devices, Gateways, Cross Stack Function-

alty, Iot Cloud Platforms.
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Business and Finance, and has excellent marketing experience as a Marketing 
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5.1  Risk Warning

The attitude and policies of major countries in the world regarding blockchain and crypto 

pass-through platforms are unclear at present, and there is a possibility of loss to holders due to 

policy reasons.

There are many projects and fierce competition in the current blockchain technology field, and 

there is a very strong market competition. The Foundation is fully committed to ensuring the 

continued growth and expansion of Project Babel, but we cannot guarantee success.

The Project Babel Foundation will spare no effort to achieve the goals set out in the white paper. 

However, due to various uncertainties, we reserve the right to make adjustments to the descrip-

tion of the white paper. We are not obliged to inform you of any changes to the contents of the 

white paper and ask you to keep yourself informed through the relevant channels.

The Project Babel Foundation cannot guarantee the smooth implementation of all technolo-

gies, and all technology projects are subject to the possibility of user damage caused by black-

mail or code vulnerabilities.

In addition to the risks mentioned above, since cryptocurrencies are still a new field, there may 

be various risks that we have not yet mentioned or have not yet anticipated.

The laws and regulations of cryptocurrencies and blockchain vary from country to country, and 

participants should take into account the laws and regulations of their countries and regions to 

ensure the legality of their actions.

5.2  Disclaimer

Copyright: This document is the copyright of Project Babel Foundation, all rights reserved.

Disclaimer: The Foundation will continue to improve the existing technical and organizational 

structure in order to promote the Project Babel project as technology evolves.

5.2.1

5.2.1
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